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This ambitious project will serve to educate the Anglo and Hispanic fans about each other's music. 8 MP3

Songs LATIN: Salsa, LATIN: Mambo Details: The most re-owned groups of brothers, Los Hermanos

Coln, reunite to offer the very best of their English/Salsa romantic but danceable spirits. The eight (8)

tracks of "Through The Years"demonstrate the groups ability to entertain many different ethnic groups

while expressing universal emotions such as love, suffering and deception. Los Hermanos Coln Dedicate

many hours, days and nights preparing this masterpiece for LHC Records. in addition to the Coln "family

recipe" this production includes work of salsa's most excellent musicians, arrangers and producers. Rene

Leyva in New York, Willie Ruiz, David Forestier, Charlie Garcia, Sergio George and the calibration of

Klauda Smith and Los Hermanos Coln (LHC) produced this incomparable compilation album: Through

The Years. This album includes one (1) arrangement by one of the best producer/arranger in tropical

music Willie Ruiz. Through The Years is the first song released. To compliment the work of this

luminaries is a cast of musicians equal to none, from New York; Nelson Hernandez, Luis Disla and Ray

Coln, and from Puerto Rico; Wichy Camacho, Junior Alvarado and Cashiro Thompson. In their fifth and

first production under LHC Records, Los Hermanos Coln once again wanted to reach a broad spectrum

of music fans. With this purpose in mind, they close inspirations by a number of different composers of

both Anglo and Hispanic Heritage. Jeffrey Alan Smith, George Klauda, Mario Zan, Omar Alfanno, Rudy

Perez and Enrique Gonazalez all shared their composition with Through The Years. This ambitious

project will serve to educate the Anglo and Hispanic fans about each other's music and open the minds of

the American non Hispanic fans. Los Hermanos Coln presents a unique fusion of Latin Rock, R&B,

Bomba, Plena, Mambo and Salsa. "Mama"contains the passionate emotions of Latin Rock music a song

dedicated to their late mother Juanita Coln. Through The Years will be a favorite amongst dancers. In
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short this production contains music of all tastes. After achieving success and recognition with Amame Un

Poco Mas, Natural, Los Hombres No Deben Llorar and Abriendo Nuevos Caminos they are ready to

conquer all with Through The Years, A LO COLON! SABOR COLON!
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